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DAILY MESSAGE OF MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TRANSMITTED IN THE CITY OF FATIMA,
PORTUGAL TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS. 

Beyond the Universes - Part 1

Through the Names of God, the creatures of this material Universe find the possibility of connecting
and of accessing higher and unknown states of consciousness.

The unknown for the souls of the Earth could seem a mystery, but behind this higher and cosmic
mystery, lies a revelation.

Through the Names of God we access the revelation of a knowledge, that is, of an aspect or form
which was projected to contribute as an idea with all Creation.

The different Names of the Eternal Father allow the creatures, which He created, to contact sublime
and positive Sources of information, which help the awakening of the virtues of soul and the
fulfillment of the mission of the different spirits of the Earth.

In the case of this local Universe, the different keys facilitated by the Names of God build in the
Material, Mental and Spiritual Universes, this interrelationship between the planes of consciousness
and the creatures.

In the Names of God we find divine aspects of the Creation, and we unite ourselves to them to
attract to terrestrial life the principle of everything God has thought, which is what we know as the
Purpose.

In each Name of God there is kept, not only one code, but also a key of access to Principles of the
Creation, which still wait to show and reveal themselves to current humanity.

When we unite to one of the Names of God, we are spiritually communicating with a Virtue of God
represented in a creative aspect.

A creative aspect is one of the many Principles of the Source that is revealed in high voltages of
energy, vibration and spaces. It is as if we entered the fundamental epicenter of the Creative Energy,
which feeds itself through the cosmic impulses that the Primordial Source constantly emanates from
the Spiritual Universe.

In this sense, by contacting just one of the various Names of God, the creatures manage, by their
own means, to unite essentially with a supreme network of spiritual energy that is emanated from
the Source of the Creation, which at all times generates the evolution and the re-creation of life by
means of experiences, schools and learnings.

By means of the revelation of the Names of God, humanity could again conceive, in the bosom of
its race, the fundamental attributes that, once established in human consciousness, will allow to
gestate the future bases of a new civilization, which will be mainly based on the life of the spirit and
not on life of matter.
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This transition, which the current humanity is going through, will awaken a great inner definition in
the whole planet and this will take place in the most culminating moment, when the race defines
itself to remain in love, or in indifference.

If the human beings would take this cosmic leap toward the divine conception of love that exists
within each being, the Earth would be repopulated by new Laws of the Source, which to this day
have not been able to descend in order to transfigure and sublimate the human consciousness.

From this definition of being in God and of evoking His sacred Names, the necessary condition will
be created in order to learn to overcome the final and definitive times.

The choice will lie in the human beings, creatures that hold within themselves the infinite potential
of knowing and of communicating with God.

I thank you for responding to My call!

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


